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Ahstract

The use of quadratic splines constrained to interpolate rnidway between

their knots is examined and their usefulness for solving linear second-order

two-point boundary value problems explained. The solution of the corres-

ponding Fredholm integral equation using a quadratic spline with the same

tvpe of approximating definition is shown to be numerically and theoretically

superior. Some associated matrix results needed to bouncl the approxima-

tions errors are derived.
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Chapter T-

Introduction

1.1- Thesis Outline

This chapter introduces solne necessary results concerning polynomial splines.

The results mentioned here will be needed later.

Chapter two presents new results originating from initial experiments

made wilh Mathemat'ica, conducted to investigate the max-norm of the in-

verse of a particular matrix of coefficients. These results, consisting of a

hierarchy of theorems, provide an extension to those previously established

bv Usmani and Sakai [39].

In chapter three, the accuracy of a quadratic spline approximation to

the solution of a linear two-point boundary value problem with Dirichlet

boundarv conditions is examined and numerical comparisons made with cor-

responding cubic spline approximations.

Chapter four discusses another approach for solving linear two-point

boundary value problems. This time, quadratic splines are used to approxi-



CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION

mate numerically the solution to the Fredholm integral equatiou associated

with the problem and comparison with the results of chapter three are made.

The last chapter surnrnarizes the theoretical and numerical results of

this study and presents some suggestions for directions in which the results

obtained in this thesis may be extended.

7,.2 Achievements of the Thesis

This thesis illustrates the use of quadratic splines for solving two main kinds

of problems viz. interpolation and two-point boundarv value problems. For

both of these applications the system of equations defining the quadratic

spline was obtained and attention directed to:

o An investigation of the non-singularity of the coeffi.cient matrix defining

the unique interpolating quadratic spline.

o The exact max-norm of the inverse of the coefficient matrix, previouslv

bounded by a generic constant [39].

This latter result is extended to a certai,n class of matrices which are dia-

gonally dominant except in their first and last rows. An interesting matrix

analysis is supplied to prove the latter result in chapter two.

e The results of chapters three and four show that an improvement in ac-

curacy is obtained when using the integral equation approach rather than

the differential equation when approximating the solution to second-order

linear two-point boundary value problems, Numerical results are provided

to illustrate that the order of the discretization error is better bv one power
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of the step-size of the uniform partition considered.

tr-.3 Folynornial Splines

Some standard results and definitions for polynomial splines will now be

detailed.

1.3.1- Defining Equations for Polynomial Splines

For simplicity, onlv uniform partitions as defined below

Definition L A uniform partiti,on 4,, : {*o}i=ft of the in,terual [0,1] i,s such,

that:

0 : :[o 1 :x1 1 ... 1 rn-t 1 r,n : !.

lr¿: ih, i : 0(1)n, where lr: L..

h i,s referced to as the step-size of the uniform partiti,on An : {rt}i-ß.

More generally,defrne r¡ : jh where j is any positive or negative inte-

ger, or any real value.

Definition 2 The ualues ro, Íj., . . . , tn wi,ll be referred to as lcn,ots. The two

ualues rs o,nd, rn will be des'ignated boundary lmots and tlte remain'ing ualues

ï1,. . . ,tn,-r as i,n,ternal kn,ots.

Definition 3 If y(r) i,s a functi,on, being approrimated on [*0, *n] usi,ng the

uniform parti.ti,on An, : {*o}i=i and s(r) i,s a function wi,th the following

properties:
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(i,) s(r) ds a polynomial of degree at most k i,n þ¿,:t¿+tl, i':0(1)n-7.

(i,i,) s(r) i,nterpolates the ualues A¿: AkLi), i' :0(I)n.

(ä,i) s(r) e Ck-Lfrs, nn]

then s(r) is an i,nterpolati,ng polynom,ial spli'ne of degree lc.

The values l;i)'¿:0(1)rz, are referred to as the knots of the spline since

they are the points where two different polynomials of degree k join with

forced continuity conditions on the appropriate derivatives (Definition 2).

Note that because of the second property of definition 3 this spline could be

described as a polynomial spline which interpolates the given data at its own

knots. The second propertv could be changed so that:

Definition 4 If tlte requi,rem,ent of property (i'i') i'n def,ni'ti'on, 3 i's replaced

by

(i,i,b) s(r)'interpolates the ualues A¡+î : U(r¡++),f : 0(1)n - 7, then s(r) is

a polynomi,al spli,ne whi,ch'i,nterpolates th,e gi,uen data

a¡+l: aþ¡ r+), j -- O(I)n - |

mi,dway betuteen tlte knots.

Definition 5 It is conueni,ent to i,ndi,cate erpli,ci,tly the associ,ati,on between

a polynomi,al spli,ne of degree k and i,ts un'iform parti,ti,on An : {rn}i=[ Uy

the notati,on S(A",k),
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t.3.2 Defining Equations for B-Splines

The truncated power functi,on in the style of Nürnberger [28] page 94.

Definition 6 For a g'iuen, point r € (zo, nn), the functi'on

i,s called the truncated power functi,on of degree 
'k'

The literature shows several definitions for B-Splines, Nüruberger [28] page

97, Bojanov Hakopian and Sahakian [7] page 30, Cox [9], Greville [17]. It is

convenient to choose a simplified version of these definitions, in the style of

Prenter [29] page 90 with a minor modificatiott, since normalized B-splines

are considered.

Definition 7 The functi'on

r k*1

Qr*'(* _ i) : *r(_1)o (*o*') {" _ i,)\,
*t i=o

is called the normati,zed B-spline of degree k wi,th support lr ,ro+n+rl.

Much of the ensuing discussion in this thesis will concern the quadratic spline

interpolating at midknots (Definition 4) and the cubic spline interpolating

at the knots (Definition 3). Hence it will be convenient to write the norma-

lized B-spline qk+t (, - i) of degree k, first as Q!+L (r) and then as just Q¿@)
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since most of the time the analysis will discuss quadratics and k will be fixed

at k:2. Following definition 7, the normalized quadratic B-spline is

eo(ù: åÉ,-r)'(]) {,, - ù\ (1.1)

(1.2)

The following theorem attributed to Curry and Schoenberg in 1966 is

proved in either Nürnberger [28] page 98 and Bojanov Hakopian and Sahakian

[7] page 35.

Theorem L The B-spli,nes Qf*t(r),i,: -k(I)n-!, form a basi,s for the

spl,ce of all polynomi,al spli,n,es,S(4,, k), wlt'ere r € [0,1].

A quadratic spline can therefore, in the abbreviated form Q¿@), be

written as:
n,-L

S(4,,,2) : t a¿Q¿(r),r € [0, 1]
:_ õ

for suitable values of tlie coeffi.cients a¿.

S(4r., k) is often written in a more abbreviated form as s(ø) , where the

partition used for the definition and the degree are either implied by the

context or stated explicitly where there is a potential confusion. F\rrthermore

S(4,",2) will be abbreviatecl to q(r) frorn now on.

A consequence of the representation

n-I
q(r) : Ð *uQo(*),2 e [0, i]

;-_t
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and Definition 7 is that for the quadratic spline evaluated at a point B e [0, 1]

qW) : aQ,(þ) t azQ,+íþ) + *tQ,+r@).

for some value of the integer r. That is, only three of the quadratic B-

splines are non-zero at any value 0 e .0,1]. 
This curious but useful property

is illustrated with four consecutive B-spline-graphs in figure 1.1. A more

extensive discussion of this âppears in [9] and [10].

Common Support of Consecutive Normalized Quadratic B-Splines
0.8

0.6

Q@) 0,4

0.2

01234

Figure 1.1: Normalized Quadratic B-splines

1-.3.3 The Consistency Relationship

In the ensuing analysis it is also convenient to set
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Q¿ : q(ï,¿),

, tt \ do(t\lq; : 8'\r¿) : -fflt=x;,

ql' : q" (r¿) : \p-1,=,,,

with corresponding abbreviations for the derivatives of y(ø). (This follows

from the standard nomenclature of interpolation and allied tables 1956).

With the previous definitions and abbreviations for the quadratic spline,

Taylor series expansions give the following equations for tlie i.th and i + 7't

interval. The following result is due to Hoskins and Meek [20].

Lemma 1-

qlu'-+ + 6qi+i + q]!g: hf,-t - 2a¿+l-r Ç¿+l),i' : 7(7)n - 2, (1'3)

We shall refer to equation (1.3) as the consistency relati,onship relating the

secon,d deriuati,ue ualues t,o thei,r corcespondi,ng quadrati,c spli.ne ualues m'id-

way between, the knots.

Proof. Taylor series expansions give:

h ^, , h2 
¡ ^,,r,A¿-à: At-1At,+ r\At)r

LL2
. lb t lL / il\Q+| : øt*,8'i+5(ø;')n
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Hence

Therefore

¡2
an-i - 2q¡' * 8¿+l : il@i') "+ 

(qí')nl

7.2

8¿+* - 2q¿+t i Q¿+* : Tlhlu!*r) t + fui'+r) *l

Adding up the last two equations yields

62

ae-;-r zqo+l * Q¿+l 2(q -r q¡,+r) : ;fui:-i + 2qi!*+ + q'i'+i)

Taylor series expansions again give:

h, h,,,
Ç¿ : Q¿+I-iq¿++*TAu*i

h: 
iþi-+ + ø'l+¡)

Ç¿+t : Qu ¡ * *n*, + 
Çø'o'n¡

L: 
,lø'''+È 

+ q:o|Ð

Adding up the last two equations yields:

Qr. * q¿*, : 2q¿+î * 
Çø|-+

L2 L2

a¿-i-2q¿+à* a¿+l- tnn'*i : îøf-+¡2ø|+à+ qlo|t)
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or fiually,

h2

a¿-L - 2Q¿++ -l 8¿+l : tø'r'-+ ¡ 6øll+i + q'n'+*);i' : I(I)n - 2'

For an alternative proof, see appendix A. n

10

,l



Chapten 2

Interpolation at Mid-knots

2.L Outline

This chapter shows how a quadratic spline can be used to interpolate a uni-

formly spaced set of data points. The process developed shows that the

parameters of the quadratic spline cau be obtained by solving a set of li-

near simultaneous equations with tridiagonal structure. The accuracy of the

quadratic spline as a representation of the function for which the data has

been sampled will be examined and results obtained to exteud and expand

the error bounds of Usmani and Sakai [39].

The derivation of these special bounds involves the determination of a formula

for the max-nonn of the inverse of the coefficient matrix for the quadratic

spline. This derivation is intricate and involves a large number of intermedi-

ate results.

1i
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2.2 Frelirninary Definitions and Results

From chapter one the mathematical definition of a quadratic spline defined

on a uniform partition A, of the interval [0, 1] denoted by ,9(A'.,2), and the

points at which interpolation would occur designated as the mi,d-knots.

The designation of the interval to be 10, 1] is of course no limitation of the

spline since other intervals can be scaled and/or translated onto it. The

knots of the spline and the uniform step-size are from chapter one, the values

lr¿ : 'ih,z : 0(1)n and h : 1 respectively and the value r¡ : jh represents

(since j can be any real value) any real r value. Specifically a re-statement of

what this chapter will be using as a working definition for a quadratic spline

is

Definítion I A quadrati,c spli,ne on the i,nterual l0,Il defined on the parti-

tion Ln, is S(L*,2). This spline has the property that S(A",2) is at most

a quadrati,c polynomial between the knots and at each internal knot the func-

ti,ons S(Ln,2) and S'(4,,.,2) are con,t'inuous.

Note that S'(4,,, z) = f,(S(^",2)) where S'(4,,,2) is a function of

the variable r and it is convenient to abbreviate this for the reasons statecl

in chapter one to just q(ø). So for the remainder of this chapter q(ø) will

denote a quadratic spline with n uniforrnly spaced knots in tlie range [0, 1]

and q(r) € Cl[0,1].

We are concerned with constructing a quadratic spline which interpo-

Iates the given set of values {(r¿++,U*1) i i':0(7)n - 1}.
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Notice that the ø values lie midwav between the knots of the quadratic spline

and the set of values can be written as

E : {(r¿+î,U*¡) : z : 0(1)n - 1}.

using the abbreviation A¿+*: A@¿+*), where E(r) is an unknown function.

Note the interpolation conditions embodied in the set 5 apply n con-

ditions to the quadratic spline q(ø) and since from equation (1.2) in chapter

one, the quadratic spline has n l2 ftee parameters, two additional inde-

pendent constraints are needed to obtain a unique interpolating quadratic

spline. These additional conditions can of course be arbitrary, but they are

most convenient if one condition is provided at each end of the spline (z : 0

and ø : 1) in which case , they are referred to as boundary condi'ti,ons.

The minimum energ.y property of the polynomial splines is satisfied for

some types of boundary conditions [32] ancl amongst these types, the natural

boundary conditions are the one most commonly used (q"(0) : q'l(1) : 0)'

The most useful practical adaptations of this condition can be succinctly

expressed by the equations

13

6kU'i : Vkqll-+ : 0,k: 0, 1,3'4,'..'oo

Notice here that k -- 0 gives the conditions

(l"r:0",:0.'i 'n- i

(2.1)

Thecasek:lgives
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q'r: q'l and q'l-1 : q'l-i

and hence in the first two intervals at each end a single quadratic is used to

represent this segment of the quadratic spline.

2.3 Properties of the Quadratic Interpolating
Spline

In this section, the uniqueness of the quadratic interpolating spline is dis-

cussed and explicit forrnulas for its coefficients are derived.

2.3.I Uniqueness of the Quadratic Interpolating Spline

The uniqueness of the ^9(4,,,2)-interpolant of some unknown function y(r)

depends on the non-sitigularity of a particular matrix of coefficients [39].

In the following, we shall derive the matrix of coefficients and explore the

conditions required for its non-singularity.

At this point, we return to the boundary conditions (2.1).

For practical computations, Lkq'i 0 can be rewritten as :

q'!+anq'! : ...;k+2.
22

(t t\

Similarl¡ Vkq'l-+:0, can be rewritten as :

ønql,l-i + q;-t- . . . ; k + 2' (2.3)

1/1
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The case k : 2 will not be considered here since the boundary conditions

(2.1) canriot be expressed in tlie form (2.2) or (2.3) but reduce to a much

simpler form. Using lemma 1, it can be seen that

L'q'i : ¡(¡qi)
: L(s'! - s'l\'-t -t'

Lzq'à : q'+-2q'++q'1,.

Hence tlre boundary condition L2q' : 0 is identical to

15

ni-zo'++q'l:

Let, 'i :1 in the consistency relationship then

(2.4)

ø'i + aq'i + q'i #rt - zqt+ ø;). (2.5)

Subtracting equation (2.4) from (2.5) yields

1

o'!: l=(ot-2qs+os).'' hz "z -Í '2'

It is clear from the above equation that when lc : 2 the boundary condition

Lzq'i 0 cannot be rewritten in the form (2.3). A very similar reasoning

can show thatV2q'l_+:0 cannot be rewritten in the form (2.4).
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k 0 1 ,f A+ 5 oo

ak 0 -1 7 o 4I
a 3 + 2\/,

Table 2.1: Coefficients a¡, k : 0, 1, 3, 4, . . , , oo [39].

The coefficients (rk) k : 1,3, 4, . . . , oo are summârized in the table

below.

Together, the n - 2 equations from the consistency relationship (1.3),

(2.2) and (2.3) can be written more conveniently as a system of n linear

equations in r¿ unknowns, such that :

Aú,: r' (2.6)

The matrix of coefficients ,4 is

16

A-

17 is an n-dimensional vector of unknowns, such that :

ú : (Q';,Q'!,...,r|:_t)'.

and r- is an n-dimensional vector whose components are the corresponding

r1
i61

:: "10r
7r

(2.7)
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riglit-hand side terms of the consistency relationship.

Theorem 2 Th,e n x n tri,di,agonal matri,r A, gi,uen by equation (2.7), i's

non-singular i,f:

J.þr
Ð 11ttn._3 J_ r

R--z

R^: :rz)0.

Proof. Let R^ and P"(z) denote the following determinants, respectively:

61
161

D 
-ltLat- | '

i61
16

î1
161

161
10

It is easy to show that .ll" satisfies the following difference equation:

R*-6R"-t*Rn-z:0;n)0
Eo : 1 Rt:6.

Solving the above for R* yields :
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Let a:3 * 2J2 and b :3 - 2\n.

: rPn-t@) - P"-z(r),n > 2

P"(*) : rgnt- R^-z

Cet(A) : 12 R^-z - 2rR^-s * R*-t.

The matrix ,4 is singular for those values of r satisfying det(A) :0.

This last quadratic equation in ø gives :

18

R--a t

Nore that a.b: (z + zt/,).ß - 2{2): 1. consequently,

an-2 _ tf-2 +. Jæ +F=Z
at[2R^-,

an-2-b-2+4\n
afiR--z

an-z_bn-2 J_ j---4$- -L t

R^-

2R^-s + \l 4R?"-r -  R--zRn-q

2R^-z

R|-t - Rn-z&n-a
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R..-z *7
R^-z

2.3.2 Formulation of the Quadratic Interpolating Spline

The representation (1.2) for the quadratic spline is convenient for a lot of the-

oretical analyses. However in applying the quadratic spline to interpolation

or solving differential and integral equations, it is more useful to interpret

the coefficients and unknown parameters as derivatives or differences in the

style of Ahlberg, Nilson and Walsh, Späth [33] or Fyfe and Hoskins [21]. In

this case we observe that

Theorem 3 The quadrati,c sqtline S(4", 2) interpolating the followi'ng data

(r +¡, a @ ¿++)), i, : 0(I)n - r,

on, the i,nterual [rn, r¿+r] i,s a quadrati'c polynomial such that

e(r) : oo(* - *o)' i b¿(n - *u) * e,, r € lru,*o+rl,z : 0(1)n - 1

and sin,ce q¿(r¿+l) : A@¿++) and S(Ln,2) is Cll*¡,*n] i,t follous that for

i:0(7)n - 2

'to

n

u2

t-ui

T,,
iÇ¿+T'

!(r,..,-r,..'\-l
h\r1.+i rxl i) a(do'*1+ 

Tqlu'*+),

Ir(su,* 
+ - a+l) + 

frø','*+ 
+ 5ø1! ¡),

(2.8)

(2.e)

(2.i0)wL
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and

20

dn-r : 
Tnl_r,

bn-t : Iro--, - u,-i) - *r;-, - ø'i,-g),

cn-r : Irr^-r + a,-t) - #rr-r+ q,-+).

Proof. q¿(n),q'o@) and q'l(r) are defined for all r € lr¡,,,r¿+tl,i

by'

(2.r1)

(2.r2)

(2.13)

:0(1)r¿ - 1,

q¿(r) : a¿(r - *o)' r b¿(r - r¿) * c,

ql@) : 2a¿(n-r¿)rb¿

qlo'@) : 2a¿'

(2.r4)

(2.15)

(2.16)

The coefficients ã¿,'i :0(1)n - 1, are easily obtained from equation (2.16)

and that proves equations (2.8) and (2.11).

In the following, we shall find expressions of the coeffi.cients ö¿ and c¿ in terms

of the values Q;.+!,Q'¿¡t and q'o'*y,z : 0(1)n - 1.

Equation (2.15) implies that

q'¿+i : ha¿lb¿
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or by substituting the value of ø¿ from equations (2.8-11), we have

21

b¿ : a!¿+à - |r'r'*+, 
i : o(I)n - 7.

Equation (2.14) implies tliat

h2 h_
8;.+l : Too¡ rhtct

or, by substituting the values of ø¿ and b¿ from equations (2.8-1I-L7), we have

c¿ : Q¿+r - *¿., * Tni+,i. 
: o(r)n - r.

In order to eliminate q'i+i from the expressions of the coefficients for Ö¿ and

c¿, invoke the continuity of q¿(r) and qi@) at the knots ï¿,'i : 1(7)n - 2,,

hence

q¿+t(r¿+t) : q¿(r¿+ù

or after rearranging

c¿+t - c¿: h2a¿ * hb¿,i : 7(7)n - 2. (2.1e)

(2.17)

(2.18)
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Substituting the coefficients c¿+1,ci,ö¿ and a¿ from the equations (2.18-17-8-

11) into the equation (2.19) and rearranging yields:

)h
q'o+i + q'¿+î: iØ+t, - ar+i) + 

¿(ø','+i - qi*L),i' : O(l)n - 2. (2.20)

Now note that

q'¿(r¡,t) : Ql+r(r¡,+ò,i : 0(7)n - 2.

or FROM (2.15) after rearranging

b¿+t - b¿ : 2ha¿, i. : Q(I)n - 2. (2.21)

Substituting the coefficients h¿+t,b¿ and a¿ frotn the equations (2.17-8-11) into

the equation (2.2I) and rearranging yields:

22

q!¿+* - qlu i: |@'u'** 
* L;ît),i

Subtract equation (2.22) from (2.20) yields an

:O(l)n - 2. (, ,r\

expression fot ø'o*¡, namely

q!¿+l : lf*f - a;+i) -']ø','*t + 3øi*¡); i : o(r)n - 2. (2.23)
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Now back to equations (2.17-18), where we substitule q'.*, from equation

(2.23) and note that q¿_¡t : f ¿+I and q¿_¡o : f ¿+*

23

b¿ : !u*t - f,+;) - !øï.g + 7qo!¡¡)

q : t 
ßf,*+ - f+g) * fiø','*g + lqi,'++).

() )4\

(2.25)

Note that the range of the subscript i, is i, : 0(1)n - 2, hence equations

(2.9-10) are proved. Furtherrnore, in order to prove the equations (2.L2-13),

we consider the continuity of q(r) and q'(r) at :L : Í¿-1 s€pâ.rately. Thus

Qnt(rn-1) : Çn-z(rn-1).

substituting from equation (2.13), we get

cn,-r : h' on-, + hbn-2 I cn-2. (2.26)

ql,-t@"-ù : q:^-z@"-t).

substituting from equation (2.L4), we get

bn-r :2han-2 -f bn-2. (2.27)

Substituting ihe already proved formulas for the coefficients o,n-2,bn-2 àfid

cn-2frorn equations (2,16-24-25) into the last two equations (2.26-27) estab-
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lishes (2.L2-I3) respectively. tr

2"4 Max-Ir[orm of the Matrix /\-t

The eract n'ta,r-nornx of the inverse of non-singular tridiagonal real matrices

exhibiting strict diagonal dominance, except along their most extreme rows

will be obtained analytically. Within some appropriate range of real values,

we prove that the sum of magnitudes of the entries of either ertreme row

(first or last row) of the inverse matrix is its max-ltorm,

2.4.L Preliminarv Results and Definitions

Let A"(r),8 and C denote the following n x n rcal matrices:

24

A(*) :

B:

6 r*2
161

16t
r*2 6

(2.28)

(2.2e)

62
161

irt
26
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0 1 0 ...
0 ...

n

10

The following notations âre also adopted:

B : lb¿¡l and B-1 : [bi¡]; 'i, j :7(I)n.

Let B denote the following closely related matrix to B:

25

(2.30)

o1.f l-

161

161
1DLù

Definition I Let A be a real matri,r of si,ze n x n and the sign properties of

the entries a¿¡ giuen as follows

i)

ai,¡aà,¡+1" < 0; i : 1(1)n, j : I(7)n - 7.

ü) or

a¿nã¿+rJ < 0; z : 1(1)n - 1.

üi)

ainai+r1 > 0;¿:1(1)n- 1.
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If th,e matri,x A satisfi,es both i) and ü,) then i,t i,s sai,d to alternate in si,gn.

If the matrir A satisfies both i) and i,i,i,) then i,t is said to sem,i,-alternate i,n,

si,gn.

In the remainder of this chapter we shall âssurne that r is nonnegative

and the inverse of the matrix A"(r) alternates in sign.

The alternation in sign of the entries of the inverse of the tridiagonal matrix

A"(r) is of course guaranteed if 0 < r 1 4 (i.e. matrix diagonally dominant).

2.4.2 Useful Properties of É-1

The next theorem gives the entries of É-r,

Theorem 4 The entri,es [Uî¡] : [øio] oÍ tlte matrir É-' are gi'uen by:

(-t¡n+i
(2.31)bio

SSnt - Sn-z

Where,go:1,Sr:3 and, Sn:6^Sr-i - Sn-2, k: 2(1)n-1'

Proof. See Gregory and Karney [16] page 48. !

One can easily write down the entries of the first row (or column) of

the matrix B-1.

Corollary L The entries hîo oÍ the first row (or column) of the matrir É-r

are gi,uen by:

(-r;'*'bio:
3Srr-r. - Sn-z

SoSn-¿,i, : I(L)n. (2.32)
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2.4.3 Useful Properties of B-1

Given the symmetry with respect to both the main and skew diagonals of

the matrix -É, its inverse shows a structure that proves valuable for the rest

of the analysis.

The following theorem sheds some light on the structure of the extreme rows

(and/or columns) of the matrix B-1.

The entries of the inverse of the matrix B are deduced from those of

B-1.

Corollary 2

.tJ
LI

hio : ñ;#Ãsosn-¿, i: r(L)n.

Proof. Let D denote the following n x n diagonal matrix

D-

nxn

B: DB or B-I : g-tP-t.

The above equation shows clearly that the matrix B-1 alternate in sign given

that .É-1 does.

Also, åio : Tbio, since D-1 : diag(T,l,...,I,1),*n. n
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Theorem 5 Let a¿: b\¡,,2, : 0(1)n, and * denote the rernaining entries of

the matrin B-r, then

B-r _

d1 * ... * Qn

A2 i. ... * dn-I

dn-r; ... * t,
Q.n *, ... * dt

. / \ / <\;-1sz$np¿) -- t-I/" '.

Proof. We need to prove that

d¿: bT¿: bL-¿+t,n.

1-r* - t*on-à¡7,n : jon-i+l,n

1-: -h*2"n,n-i,*I

, -1lt-1\t/q-e-:
2(3Sr-t - Sr-z)un-1'vu

l-t \¿+L\ -) õ al

2(35,-1- Sn-ùuuun-I

1;-
a+

,"M
: biu

: d¿.
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By corollary 1, we also have

t* ,*oni, : oin

r_l ì¿+n\ -./ ã ñ

3,Sr-r - Sn-zux-LUU'

Theorem 6 The spectrl,l radi,us of the matr'i,r B-r i,s eractty f,.

An eigenuector associated witlt, the ei,genuatue f, i,s the uector

ú, : (L,-1, 1, . . ., (-1)"-t)t, (2.33)

Proof. It is very easy to verify that I is indeed an eigenvalue of the matrix

B-1 with eigenvector 17. This is most easily done by verifying that 4 is an

eigenvalue of the matrix B with the same eigenvector d.

Bú, :

1

-1
1

(- r)"- '
4

_,4

4

4(-t¡"-t

to

62
16i

i,i
26
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Note that all the Gershgorin disks have the same center and radius. There-

fore:

Theorem 7

30

1

-1
1

(- r)"-'

ll,4-' ll- : f tt ft + rB-L c)-',711-. (2.34)

Proof. We reiterate the previously mentioned condition that r is limited

to the range of values where the entries of A-r are alternating in sign. Then,

A and A-L can be expressed respectively as

A: B -l nC : B(I + rB-1C).

and

A-r : Q+rB-rC)-tB-r.

Taking the max-norm of both sides of the last equation, we have

llA-tll- : ll,4-tr7ll-
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: ll(¡ + rB-IC)-tB-'úll*
1: ;ll(¡ + rB-1c)-Lúll*. ¡
+

At this point, let R : rB-rC where the matrices B and C are

by (2.29-30) respectively.

Theorem I The matri,r R sati,sfi"es the following equation

,'(t?, - *|-)In*n - 2ra2ït R2 :0,,*,,. (2.35)

Proof.

R : rB-rC
d'1 *
d'2 t

ùn-I ;
Q'n t

"[: 

"',

Let p"())

p"(À)

denote the characteristic matrix ,I * -R, then:

: det(I+B-À/)

a1
,ft

given

d.n

dn-l

d,2

A1

d.n

Qn-7

;,

c poly

*
t

;
*

0

0

(;

0

0

0

01
0

0

10nxn \

0\

:l
o).

omial

xn

of the
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1-) îdt 0 ran, 0

0 ra2+1-À 0 ... rdn-! 0

rds 1-À
::0

:r,d,2* 1- ) 0

0 ran. 0 ra1 1-À

(1 - ¡¡"-z
ra2l1-À frdn-r

Idn-L rd2i 1- )

(1 - ))"-'[(**, +1 - ))' - r"?-r].

By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, the rnatrix I + R must satisfy its charac-

teristic polynomial and thus the theorem follows. !

Corollary 3

(/+Æ)-1 :Ilszg*ss¿2, (2.36)

where

32

-(1 + 2ra2)s2:W
1¿3 

r2@B _ dZì t 2raz * I'

Proof.

(/+Ã)(I+szL+s3.82) : /+(1 +s2)R*(tr+ tr)R' *s3.R3

: /+[(1 +s2)I *(sr+ s2)R+srÊ1n

T
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This suggests that

(1 + s2)/ * (s3 * s2)R +s3-R2 : 0,,*,,

-(1 + 2ra2)
52:

33

(2.37)

or
l-Lc^ (tffX + (1 + frln * 

R2 : 0,,",,. (2.38)

Cornparing this with the result from equation (2.35), we get

7*sz
S3

1+2 : -2raz. Q.4o)
S3

Rearranging the above two equations as a linear system, we get

I t, r2(a3- *|-r)tt : -i
I r, + (1+ 2ra)4 : 0

Solving for s2 and s3 gives

,2(*Z-a2"-)*2raz+!
14¡:-tr

r2(aB-az"-r)*2raz+L'

Let k, be the r¿å component of the n-dirnensional vector B-rCú. Then

the next theorem expresses the components k,. in terms of the entries cr.
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Theorem I
kr : -dr I (-I)"ana-r; r : 1(1)n.

Proof. Recall from the proof of theorem I that

B_TC :
0an0
o an,-t o

0 at 0

so that

B.tCú :
dn0

dn-r 0

;,0

\rl
I

1

Note that

34

(2.41)

[: !: ),.,

(0 e1 0 ... 0

| : 
*,' o 

:
\0 d.n 0 ... 0

I -dt I (-I)"a"

| 
-d'z + (-r)"a"-

\ -an t (-1)"*t

fi;l
\;" )

).,

I

1

-I

I

:

/- 1 ln-1

I{, : (-L)-rkn-.r+t. tr (2.42)
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The following theorem expresses the rth component of the n-dimensional

vector R2ù, in terms of the components kr.

Theorem LO Therth con"rponent of the uector R2ú, i,s -rzk2kr; r:1(1)n.

Proof. Recall from the previous theorem that

B-.cú: 
( 
Ï)

(2.43)

So

tç

rc

,(

R2ú : r2B

: r2B

: r2B

B-1Cú

(;)

.ïl
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By equation (2.42), k2: (I)"-1k,,-1, then

R2ù, : 12k2B-r

36

'1

-1

lr-l
'" -(

\?¿-
)

(-1

- 1)',

i-r

!

^d.n

Q.n_

t (r,

i)'o
lnQ,

l)nr

ndn

an_

7L ^.

-1

1

d.n

ln_

d.1

1)',

)n-

-t),

(

(-

i

1

0

ò

1)n

1

-l
1\

:

+
+t

+

(-1

-r- \-
(-

-1- (-

-d1 -

Yz*l

-an -

)

+

-d
A2

A1 -

uz*

o¿n'

-c

lct

k2

kn

d.2

a

t,
- J' rú2

: -r2lcz

2.4.4 Properties of the Matrix ,4-1

First, the concept of a clncaue uector is introduced.

Definition LO Letúbeann-dimensi,onaluector,suchthatú:(rr,...,a,n,...,an)T,

where rn : li1, tlten the uector ú is sai,d to be concaue i,f the magn'itude

of i,ts components form a decreas'ing sequence to tlte mid-component. (i.r.

lrrl > lrrl > . . .> lr^l an,d la"l > lr"-rl
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Recall that llÁ-1ll- : llÁ-tr7ll-, and let ú: iU + R)-'A. Then, the

next theorem yields an expression for the components 0rr,r:1(1)n.

Theorern 1l-

37

ll,4-tll- : m"ax lø,1, (2.44)

where

: 
å fr-tl 

r-r - rl-a, -t (-I)"a,+t-"][1 * r(a2 + (-1)"-t o,,,-t)

l

Proof. Equation (2.34) gives,

llA-'ll-

By using equation (2.36), we

llA-'ll-

Thus,

lr(r, - a,,-t) + L]lr(a2+ a"-r) + 1]

lt /-l It | |lllI ^lloo: IIIâXlØri.î

:åll Q+rB-Lc)-',rll-

have

(2.45)

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

I": i lltl + s2R-r srn'?)all-

1 ,' . ': i ll {r + n)-'dll-
lt+ll: llkrll."'
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Where

Iú: ne+R)-tt
I: iA * s2R * 4R2)ú.

The components u)r, r :1(1)n, are:

I
u)r : ft{-t)'-t *nszk,.-12ssk2krl

: 1t(-r)"-t - r(r r 2ra2)ssk, - 12ssk2k,]
,l t\ -/

: 1t(-r)"-t - r4k,l(r * 2ra2) + rk2ll
4" -1

Il, r\r-L lr t.t/1 I: äff-tl"- #k"[(1 +2'o"2)+rkz])'

Note that the denominator ,2(*7-.2"-)*2ra2*1 is a quadratic polynomial

in r with two distinct zeroes, therefore it can be factorized as :

*"@3- *',-r) *2ra2* 1 : lr(*r+ dn-') + 1][r(42 - o,-1) + 1]. (2.49)

Now r,J", r :7(l)n can be rewritten

(*(*, - an-t) + t)(r(a2 + a,-1) + 1) l

38

¡rl-a, + (-t)"dn+t-,"][1 * r(a2 * (-t¡"-t o,n-t)
u)r : I [,-tl'-'
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Corollary 4

m"ax lø"1 : lutl, " > 0. (2.50)

Proof. For lørl as large as possible, we need to have r:7 or r: n, since

ri is a concave vector bv construction. n

A direct consequence of corollary 4 is given below.

Corollary 5 Let n ) 0, then

i) if n 'is euen then,

i,i,) i,f n i,s odd then,

Proof. Assume n is even, then from corollary 4, we have

llA;)"(*)ll* : rnax lø'l

la;l,l-:ll'.##¡tl eu'i

. (2.52)

1 L rl-at¡ an)17+ r(a2- *,-r)]: nl'-
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i l, r(at - a,): ai'-;@;+-;J+I

A similar argument can be reproduced when n is odd, namely

llA,l"(t)ll- : maxlø,1

: lutl
rll-l_ t] -4l-l

rl-at I (-7)"a,]11+ r(a2 + (-t¡"-t *,-r)l
(*(*, - an-t) + 7)(r(a2+ a"-r) + 1)

We begin by deriving new formulas for llÁ;1"(r)ll-, where r¿:3(1)7. The

useful entries dr, dz, d¿-1 a,fld ù.n ate given in the table below.

Using equation (2.51) we get,

¡Án.'n(')¡* : llffi+#l rxsl

llÁ*-u(")l- : LlWffil e.54)

Using equation (2.52) we get,

2.5 Numerical Examples and lllustrations

ll¿,.',(")ll- : t^lffil 
trrul
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n d4 A2 Qn-l d,n

3 77
ô4 ÔA

-3
OA

1

99
_<An

ó _I
<An

5
Jt I
ffi -99

aaan
-3

aaeA
1

A'AA

o 3363
1 0^tÀ -ct I o

ffi^
1

itr¡rø

7
I

19601
1 1 naan

-3363 -3
1 l nOOn

1
1r noon

4I

Table 2.2: Useful entries di of A;ln,'i:1,2,n- L,n;n: 3(1)7.

713264i- 47611
lt ¿-r /f ìil _ l_!ll"5x5\-./ llôo 418264 _ l02rl

1 | 110880 *76236rI l-t ¡-¡il 
- 

_ t-r"7x7\*^tæ 4| 110gg0 _3366n

(2.56)

(2.57)

Next, 
"ve 

suggest the following three examples that demonstrate the

validity of the above formulas for three different types of matrices, \Mhose

inverses are âll alternating in sign. The next three tables cotnpa,re the value

obtained for llÁ;l"ll- by using equations (2.5I-52) to the actual va.lue of that

max-norm, where this latter was obtained by computing the actual inverse

of the ma,trix Anrn and the maximum absolute row-sum.

In order to comply with the assumption of alternation in sign of the

entries of the inverse matrix, we provide only results concerning some odd
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sizes of the matrices An*n( ) and An*n(6), n : 3,5,7, as their respective

inverses of even sizes are semi-alternating and thus fail to alternate in sign.

For example it is evident that A;x14(4) is semi-alternating in sign, where

Aln(+) (-ï 3l 
is 

'l 
)

2.6.L Case: An,n(*) Strictly Diagonally Dominant

n llA;i"ll- by Eq(2.52) ll,4;l.ll-(Exact)
3 0.3 0.3

4 0.30 0.30

5 0.30 0.30

6 0.30 0.30
7 0.30 0.30

Table 2.3: Verification of the validity of Eq. (2,51) for 11,4,-1,(1)ll-, n : 3(L)7.

2.5.2 Case: Anrn(r) Diagonally Dominant

n llA;l^ll- by Eq(2.52) llA;ï"ll-(Exact)
t
t) 0.5 0.5

5 0.45 0.4524
"7I 0.45 0.45L2

Table 2.4: Veñfrcation of the validity of Eq.(2.51) for llA;)"(a)ll-, n : 3,5,7.

42

1:
744
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2.5.3 Case: An*n(r) Strictly Diagonally Dominant Ex-
cept at the Extreme FLows

n llA;i"ll- by Eq(2.52) lA;)"ll-(Exact)
.f 0.7 0.7
5 0.58 0.5769
7 0.57 0.5742

Table 2.5: Verification of the validity of Eq.(2.51) for llÁ;i"(6)ll*,n:3,5,7.



Chapter 3

Two-Point Boundary Value
Problenes

3.1 Outline

Quadratic splines can also be used to compute an approximation to the

solution of the following linear second-order differential equation:

a":f@)a+g@); a<r<b. (3.1)

subject to the Dirichlei boundary conditions:

A@) - qo : A(b) - Qn: 0.

/(z) and g(r) arc continuous functions of ø with /(ø) being non-negative.

Ç6 and qn a,re real constants.

Throughout chapter three, the problem (3.1) is assumed to have a

unique solution. In this regard, Henrici [18] formulated an existence and

uniqueness theorem in 1962 and this result was improved in 1966 by Lees.

44
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In the absence ofan analytical approach for obtaining the exact solution

to (3.1), many authors have resorted to numerical approximations of sorre

kind. The most widely used technique is the finite difference method and

relevant references are : Hildebrand (1956), Fox (1957), Henrici (7962), Varga

(1962), Babuska et al.(1966), Isaacson et al.(1966), Keller (1968), Fröberg

(1969), Gerald et al.(1985) and Burden et al.(1989).

On the other hand, the recent literature indicates that cubic spline ap-

proximations are no\l/ one of the most popular approaches. In the present

context, a method using quadratic splines is developed. It is based on the

consistency relationship (1.3) and two additional linearly independent rela-

tions that incorporate the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Recourse is made

to the mid-knots since the quadratic spline q(z) approximating the problern

(3.1) is C'lo,b] and its second derivative may have discontinuities at the

knots.

The discretization of (3.1) leads to the creation of a tridiagonal sys-

tem of linear equations such tliat the matrix of coefficients is shown to be

monotone, thus ensuring the existence and uniqueness of the approximating

quadratic spline.

For computational purposes, we prefer to consider the boundary value

problem in its self-adjoint form where the differential equation (3.1) lacks the

term in the first derivative. This can be accomplished easily using a simple

transformation [401.
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3.2 Notations and Ðefinitions

The approximate solution to the boundary value problem (3.1) on the interval

[0,1] using a quadratic spline will use the uniform partition 4,, : {ru}i=ft

defined by

Definition tL n¿: a I'ih,i, - 0(1)rz, wi,th :

h: *, where n i,s an i,nteger greater or equal to 3.

The approximate solution determined will be the quadratic spline q(ø) de-

scribed by S(4,,2) in chapter two. This quadratic spline will of course have

as knots the values {r¿ : i,: 0(1)n} but will be coerced to satisfy the differ-

ential equation at the mid-knots {r¿+*: i,:0(7)n - 1} of the sub-intervals

of the spline.

It will therefore follow that in the intervalln¿,r¿¡1]1,,i':O(I)n - 1, the

quadratic spline can be described by a quadratic of the form

q¿(n) : oo(, - n¿)2 +b¿(r - r¿) * c¿;¿ : 0(1)n - 1. (3.2)

Now if the differential equation is collocated at the mid-points of the sub-

intervals of the quadratic spline and q¿¡t denotes the approximation of the

quadratic spline to the exact value A@¿+Ð: g¿+r then

Q¿+L N A+\, q'¿+î N A'¿+Lr' q!/+* N A'i+*;
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wherez:0(1)n-1.

Plainly from equation (3.2), the coefficients ø¿, b¿ and c¿,'i:0(1)rz - 2, are

I,,
o'¿ : 

lq¿'+i

b¿ : lr*r - ar+|) - Lrtnj|t + Tqî+t)

c¿ : 
f,ruo*+ - Çt+) * frø::.g + lq:i'++)

and

an-r : inl_+,

bn-t : ir,"-, - q,-z) - *rr:-, - q::-ù,- h.-" r 2, g'-ro-, -'n-r"

l, \ h2,,, trcn-t : 1@"-t * q^-+) - ;Q,l-c + qi-ù.'¿'-'" 2 -'- Z' 16""-r' -tL-Í'

Notice that these are the same coefÊcients of the quadratic spline-interpolant

as in theorem 3 in chapter two.

Two additional equations apply when z has its extreme values in the

consistency relationship, namely

Lemma 2

3q+ - 2qt : 2qo - TUO| + ø'). (3.3)

JQn-l-2qn-g: 2qn-*fr-f+5q:;-+), (3.4)
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Proof. Taylor series expansions give:

48

0;'1,"¡1

O:'3.o¡ T

Q¿+t

Q¿+t

hh2
, '" | , ilqi + tqi* TAo*+

r rOh., , h' ,,
Q¿+t* Zqi+r*¡Ao*g

.ô
h¿

, lb ,thinqr+Tqo*+

sl r hs"",_o¡Í

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

Linearly combine equations (3.5-6-7-8) to get

3a¿+î Q+g : rn, - T$ah¿ + øî+). (3.e)

Taylor series expansions of q,i_+ and qr_o give

h. h,2

Q¿+î-ø;- rø';-îq'o'*+
h,hr,,

8¿+l - Q¿+t - tqi+r - 
'q¿,+i

8¿+t - no - hø', - 4n:', ,aL 2 ti'+ i

a'¿+t-ql¿-hqi+i

3(3.10) - (3.11) + c1Q.I2) * c2(3.13) sives

-3q¿ - qq¿

:0

:0

:0

:0.

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

C1
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Hence czQl+t - Lqlo*r: 0 or

The 0 of ql,A'¿',+à and qo'*s are respectivelv

-3h_r^_h ^2 *tn-t : U

3h2 ,, 5h2
- , rii'= : 

S

h2

T

Therefore

3a¿+î Q¿+í - zqo +Yq!,'*¡ +Çøi'*; : 0' (3'14)

Letting 'i : 0 (3.14) establishes equation (3.3). A very similar argument

proves equation (3.4). tr

3.2.t Matrix Formulation

First of all, a direct consequence of the consistency relationship (1.3) given

in chapter one and tlie results in the previous section is

Lemma 3 The approrimate solution ualues of the two-poi,nt boundary ualue

problem (3.1) at the points {r¿++ : i. : o(l)n - 7} sati'sfy the followi'ng I'inear

n
c2:;.

/.
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systenx of equati,ons

eH+ r ; ;) ø ; ¿+ 
(2+S t * ¡ o,* ¡+ (t +Ç Í + s) a;+ i

for i,: I(I)n - 2.

Proof. Recall the consistency relationship (1.3)

5h,2 6,2
(s + f/;)ø¡+ (-1 + 7Ílø2

t D ¿t Dn.- ,^ Ðh-, \(-1 + 7.f"-lø"-å + (3 + r f"-¡)ø"-¡

¡2
- -'l-( o. r l-6o-. , r -l-o. . ):

Q \rz-i ' -¿zf i, ' r1,-r/ 1

9-

(3.15)

¡2
Au-i - Zq¿+l * Q¿+t : Vfu'n|+ 

¡ 6ø';'+i + øi,!+g), i' :I(I)n - 2' (3'16)

and collocation of the differential equation (3.1) with the quadratic spline

gives

q::+i: f +ia+! + e¿+*. (3.17)

Hence, substituting in the consistency relationship and factorizing yields

equations (3.i5). !

In the same way, rearranging equations (3.3-a) in lemma 2 yields the

following two relations incorporating the boundary equations:

: 2qo - (frn¡ + si) (3.18)
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Together, the equations (3,18-15-19) can be written more conveniently as a

system of n linear equatiotis in n unknowns, such that :

Aí: r-'

where the entries of the tridiagonal matrix A are given by

(3.20)

ãrr:J+î/+
o.;; :2 ¡ S-¡,-, ,

ó J LT'
,t

ar2: -I + ï/å
't

ai,¿11 : - t + V.ltf$
n4 f(tri,,i-i,: -t + VI;l,'

an,n-t - -l- + TJ"-l
-ra(trnn:3+?1"_+

,i,:2(7)n - t

,i, :2(l)n - I
,i, :2(1)n - I

The n components of the vector r- are given by

"r: 
{

rt :280_- *$s+ + st)
L2 lri: -ÇGo-; ¡ 69r+l + g¿-Ð ,i : 2(I)n - I

^ LZtrn:28n- T@"-++5g"-î)

and the unknown n-dimensional vector is g-: (ø4,øg,...,Qn-l)T

3.3 Convergence and Error Analysis

We give a brief discussion of the convergence of the quadratic spline approxi-

mation to the exact solution of the problem (3.1) by deriving an upper bound
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for the error of discretization vector.

Let ú- denote the vector of truncated errors defined by

Subtract the first linear system frorn the second one to get

Aë: i. (3.21)

where ë : 8- - E- denotes the vector of discretization errors.

3.3.1 The Tbuncation Error Vector ú-

Following Henrici [14], the leading terms of the truncation error vector i ate

52

I'q¡:i
l¿r : r+i

r_ltr- 

l

-#h4aø)(uù

-fitrt¡at@u) + O(h')

-#h4a(4)(u2)

!Ín 1'tÛt 1 ls
z

';-r.(1ìm-1"-\^,/'"

r^ s 11.0c 1ln,to- 1

(3.22)

where E represents here the exact solution of the differential equation (3.1).

In a similar fashion olte can get the truncation errors resulting from the

approximation of the higher derivatives of the solution y(r) and it can be

concluded that if we suppose now that the derivatives appearing in the for-

mulas for the truncation errors are bounded up by suitable positive constants

K, then with appropriate substitutions the results of equation (3.22) can be
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summarized as

llt{øl ¡¡ < Kt,h4, p: 0(7)2. (3.23)

3.3.2 A Meaningful Upper-Bound for ll,4-tll*

Let P"(2) denote the following monotone matrix

Ð(r\-L N\2J -

Then it is known that [351

o1
L _I

1.)1
--L L -r

101
-1 L -r

1 r't

l^ t 1\2

llP"-'(2)ll-

It follows from the theory of monotone matrices [7] and [35] that A is a

monotone matrix satisfying A > P"(2), provided that

h2mar*ç¡.óll(r) < 8. (3.24)

In fact, A is an irreducible and a monotone matrix if equation (3.27) holds'

We also have

orrxrr( A-r<P;'(2).
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Hence

ll.4-'ll- 
= 
@+ry. (3.25)

3.3.3 The Discretization Error Vector e-

Before deriving an upper-bound for the discretization error vector, note that

when n is very large, the term * *uy be neglected, viz.

(n+I)2 : n'(r*!\r-n'
8 - 8'-'n' 8'

Rewrite the error equation (3.21) as

d: A-rí. (3.26)

Assuming n is sufficiently large, taking the max-norm and using both the

upper-bound for the truncation error and the inequality (3.25), we get

lldll* : llA-'ill-

(n + L)2 
na

n2N *rînn
K

llull-
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From inequality (3.27), it follows that lle-ll* approaches 0 as h becomes very

small, thus the approximate quadratic spline solution converges to the exact

solution of the problem (3.1).

We summarize the above results in the following theorem:

Theorem L2 Let y(r) be the eract soluti'on t'o the boundary ualue problem

(3.1). Let q¿ be a quadratic spli,ne approri'mati'on to A@).

Assumethaty(r)eCa|a,b]and,h1^Æ,thenllynegIectingalI
U 

matîela,bl['

round-off errors, we haue

llq[') - a:t')l* : o(hz); p : o(7)2.

3.4 Numerical Examples and Illustrations

3.4.L Two Numerical Examples

We would like to confirm numerically that the discretizatioti error exhibits

an O(h2) convergence rate where the rounding errors in the computations a,re

not significant. We choose the following two examples, whose exact solutions

are already known, for experimentation:

Example 1

t2A" :2A - r,aQ): E(3) :0.

with exact solution

a@) : # [tn' -5r2- f]
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Example 2

A" : A - 4r,e',E(0) : E(1) : 0.

with exact solution

a@) : r(7 - r)e" '

All the computations r¡¡ere done in double precision arithmetic in order

to keep round-off errors to a minimum.

For a given uniform step-size, the tables 3.1 and 3.2 give the observed

maximum absolute errors in the approximate solution and its first and second

derivatives at the knots and mid-points, respectively, of the corresponding

two-point boundary value problem.

To summarize the numerical results in a visual form the exact solution

has been plotted together with its corresponding quadratic spline approxima-

tion for each example. The uniform step-size chosen is h : 2-8 and was used

as ân increment for plotting the exact solution. Note that an approximation

to the derivatives of order three or higher of the solution may be obtained

by using derivatives of the differential equation (3.1) to create a reccurence

relationship. For instance

13) ?lq)"' : fiq¿+ Í¿qi+ gi'

Table 3.3 shows the observed maximum absolute errors when approximating

the third derivative of the solution at the knots.

56
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0.05

0.04

0.03

q@), a@)

0.02

0.01

0

0.5

0,4

0.3

q@),a@)

0.2

0.1

0

2.4 2.6
Í

Figure 3.1: Plotting the solution vs. the quadratic spline approximation

Example 2

Example L

Approximation 
-\ Exact -

Approximation 
-Exact " -

0.4

2.82.2

0.6 0.8 1

quadratic spline approximation

0.2

theFigure 3.2: Plotting the solution vs.
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0.1998

q'@),a'@)

0.0998

-0.7q'(n),a'@)

-7.7

Example 1

Approximation 
-Exact " -

2 2.2 2.4 n 2.6 2.8 3

Figure 3.3: Plotting the exact derivative vs. the quadratic spline approxi-
matron

Examole 2

Approximation 
-Exact "'-

0.3

-2.7 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1r

Figure 3.4: Plotting the exact derivative vs. the quadratic spline approxi-
matron
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Example h lH¿ E;l tEi:l
1

z

2-z

2-t

2-

2-4
2-s
2-a

2-a

7.927-5
2.061-5
5.200-6
1.304-6
3.26t-7
8.155-8
2.039-8

1.004-3
2.973-4
7.883-5
2.053-5

5.240-6
L324-6
3.327-7

3.085-3
1.023-3
2.969-4
8.017-5
2.084-5
5.315-6
t.342-6

2

2-n
2-5
2-a
2-z

2

2-z

2-a

¿ 6.015-3
i.519-3
3.839-4
9.597-5
2.400-5
6.001-6
1.499-6

6.978-2
2.027-2
5.457-3
t.4r7-3
3.610-4
9.1 1 1-5

2.289-5

2.253-7
6.910-2
7,915-2
5.041-3
1.293-3
3.275-4
8.242-5

Table 3.1: Observed maximum absolute errors at the knots in qG), ¡-r: 0,L,2.
Note that ',¡/e \Ã/rite 7.925e-05 as 7.925-5.

A close anâ,lysis of the numerica,l results from tables (3.1-2-3) shows

that whenever the step-size h is halved, the maximum absolute error observed

gets four times smaller. This agrees with the quadratic convergence criterion

of the quadratic spline method. In fact

order : h,J.Pffi= 4, þ:0(1)3.

The plots in the following page illustrate clearly that whenever the step-size

h gets smâller, the order gets closer to 4.
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Example 1.

4.2

4

3.8

3.6

3.4

3.2

ù

2.8

2.6

)4
2.2

solution 
-lst derivative '"'

2nd derivative 
-3rd derivative " "

n'L

Figure 3.5: Plotting the orders vs. llog2(h)l: *-

Example 2.

solution 
-lst derivalive '"'

2nd derivative 
-3rd derivative '"'

N'L

Figure 3.6: Plotting the orders vs. llo72(h)l: *.
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3.6
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3.2
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2.6

2.4

2.2
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Example h lE,l lE') bi:l
1 2-

2-t
2-4

2-a

2-s

2

2-s

2-z

7.190-5
2.02r-5
5.t76-6
1.302-6

3.260-7
8.154-8
2.039-8

1.013-3
2.982-4
8.092-5
2.108-5
5.379-6
1.359-6

3.474-7

2.549-5
7.151-6
1.841-6
4.643-7
1.163-7
2.909-8

7.272-9

2

2-s
2-a

2-a

2-e

2

2-5

2-z

5.356-3
1.495-3

3.801-4
9.585-5
2.396-5

6.001-6
1.500-6

3.477-2
r.579-2
4.836-3
1.356-3

3.584-4
9.27r-5
2.335-5

5.356-3
1.495-3
3.808-4
9.585-5
2.399-5
6.001-6
1.500-6

Table 3.2: Observed maximum âbsolute errors at the mid-points in q(u), ¡1:
0,L,2'

3.4.2 comparative performance of the quadratic and
cubic spline approximations

The maximum absolute errors observed when approximâting the solutions of

both examples are summarized in the table underneath.

In order to visualize better the comparison of the quadratic and cubic

spline approximâtions,'ffe plot together the observed maximum absolute er-

rors corresponding to the uniform step-size h : 2-8, for each example. The

errors generated by the cubic spline approximation were scaled by a factor of

103. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 illustrate clearly that the cubic spline approximation

outperforms the quadratic spline especially nea,r the boundaries.
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2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
r

Figure 3.7: Quadratic vs. Cubic max. absolute errors when approximating
the solution.
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Figure 3.8: Quadratic vs. Cubic rnax.
the solution.
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h Example 1 Example 2

2-2
2-s
2-4
2-s
2-a
2-z
2-a

2,549-5
7.151-6
1.841-6
4.643-7
f .i63-7
2.909-8
7.272-9

5.356-3
1.495-3
3.808-4
9.586-5
2.399-5
6.001-6
1.500-6

Table 3.3: Observed maximum âbsolute errors at the nodes in q(r)

Example h lE¿

1 2-¿
2-s
2-+
2-s
2-a
2-z
2-a

7.652e-4
4.166e-5
1.043e-5
2.610e-6
6.523e-7
1.631e-7
4.U ( (e-ó

2 2-z
2-t
2-4
2-s
2-6
2-z
2-s

L278e-2
3.048e-3
7.684e-4
7.920e-4
4.801e-5
1.200e-5
3.001e-6

Table 3.4: Observed maximum absolute errors at the
ma,ting cubic spline c(ø).

knots in the approxi-



Chapter 4

Integral Equations

4.L 0utline

Chapter four is concerned with approxirnating the solution of linear se-

cond order two-point boundary value problems, but unlike chapter three,

the associated integral equation rather than the differential equation will be

numerically approximated.

As the literature indicates, several authors have remarked that a con-

siderable improvement in accuracy is obtained when using this approach. In

particular, Hoskins [20] showed that the cubic spline solution to the associ-

ated integral equation gives the Numerov formula corresponding to the same

differential equation when neglecting h6 terms.

Quadratic splines will be used to approximate the solution to the asso-

ciated integral equation. A comparative study of the differential and integral

equation approaches concludes chapter four.
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4.2 The Integral Equation Approach

4.2.L FYedholm Integral Equation of the Second Kind

Consider again the following two-point boundary value problem:

A":f(r)A+g@); a<r<b, (4.1)

subject to the Dirichlet boundary conditions:

a@) - qo: aþ) - Qn: o'

where /(ø) and g(r) arc continuous functions of z, with q¡ and qn., real

constants.

Hildebrand [19] derived the associated integral equation for the problem (4'1)

namely,

a@) : -qo@ - 1) + Qnr - Io' 
o(r,t)lÍ(t)a(t) + s(t)ld,t. (4.2)

where n(r,t) is a kernel such that

I n(r,t) : (I - n)t, 0 1t 1 r
\ rc(2,ú) : (I-t)r, r1t1t.

Equation (a.2) is a Fredholm i,ntegral equation of the second ki,nd.
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4.2.2 Definitions and Notations

The uniform discretization of the interval [a,b] follows the style of chapter

three and uses the definition of the following strictly increasing sequence of

mid-knots, {, n+ i}'i=t,

Definition L2 ru*r -- (i,+ l)n,¡: 0(1)n - 1.

h bei,ng the uni,form step-size such that h: T,n ) 3,

Let y¿*t: A(r¿+l), where g(r) is the exact solution to equation (4'2) and

q¿+l : q@¿++) the quadratic spline approximation to y¿*r. (Recall the

definitions and terminology of section 3.2).

Definition 13

62A¿+l : A¿-l - 2A¿+* + A¿+*,i' : I(7)n - 2; (4.3)

where 6 is the central di,fference operator [10].

4.2.3 Development of the Formulas

In the following analysis, we shall get an expression for 62g¿¡t using equation

(4.2).

Lemma 4

66

62a¿+*: - [-''*+ @u-+-t)Vft)a|)+g(t)]dt+ [^''*.8 
(*o++-t)lf (t)a(t)+s(t))d,t,¿ rr;-T " "';+L 

(4.4)
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Íori:I(I)n-2.

67

Proof. An abbreviated proof is supplied as the algebra is tedious and un-

enlightening.

Using equation (4.2) and grouping the corresponding integrals with bounds

(t;_'L,(t;tL,tr;-'g âIId 1 Yields,z-ur r¡i'orD

^o fr;_ lr^/ a\ /
62a¿+l : - Jr-'-'12(r¿+i- 

1) - (*o-* - t) - (r¿+*- 1)lúll(¿)v(t) + s(t)ld't +

["'*llro-r(¿ - 1) + (r¿+T- r)]t/(¿)s (t) + g(t)ld,t -Ja. ,1- rt

[^"'*r l-*o-v * 2r¿¡t - r¿+L](ú - 1)t/(r)E(¿) + s(t)ld't -
J¡,, I1+t

¡7
I l-ru-+ r 2n¿*t - r¿+il(t - t)[Í (t)a(t) + g(t)]dt'
Jr., 3,r+i

Note that the first and last integrals are equal to 0, therefore the lemma

follows. D

A simplified expression f.or 62yo*¿ is sought at this point and the fol-

lowing notations are deemed necessary

L(*): #:f@)y(r)+g(r)

ó(h): I"'*nrr+h-t)L(t)dt (4.5)

,1,Ø): -1"'_n@-h-t)L(t)dt. (4.6)
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Note that ,þ(h) -- ó(-h).

Lemma 5

68

ó(h)

Proof. A simple argument

complete proof. !
FYom lemma 5 we deduce

LlF," + h - ¡¡t ¡&-zt urf:,,=='=,* 

nIco:lI
lu
I L-'

(4.7)

based on integration by parts furnishes a

the following expressions for S(h) and tþ(h)

ó(h) : TtO, - Tt'o, + frt'g¡ - fir"'{*) + o1rz6¡ (4.8)

h2 ¡3 ¡.,a ¡5
,þ(h) : ttt.¡ + 

"r'6¡ 
+'frt"(r) + hL"'(r) + o(h\. (4.9)

Adding up equations (a.8) and (4.9) yields

ó(h) + ,þ(t ) : tr2 r'@) + fit'" çr7 + OØ\'

Comparing equations (4.4) and (4.10) shows clearly that

6'a@) : h2 L(r) + $t'" ç*¡ + 0Ø6).

(4.10)

(4.11)

Now since

û r@) : L" (r) + o (h2 L@ @))
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it follows that
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(h.u) (4.12)

(h.u) (4.13)

6'a@) : n'lt + Li] tO, + oçn6¡
L ^-l

: n'['* #]#+r,Ø6)

6,a@) : n, 
lt 

* #)r, orr+ g(,))

By discretizing equation (4.12), we get

õzq¿+t: n'lr. #l U;+;a+i + e¿+i)
" L LLJ

+O

+O

which may be rearranged more conveniently as

¡'2 , -L (-) -roh2 f .,1a.. , *(1 -n' ,6- Uf*¡)øo-; , , - IZ l¿+¿t)ui,++¿ 'i \- ,rÍ;+g)Q;+| 
:

h,,
frGr-¡ + ros¿*t + e¿+i) + O(h6) (A"t4)

Neglecting the terms of order six and higher is consistent with the overall

accuracy of this representation, hence we obtain the following system of linear

equations

¡,2 ^ !oh2 , , 7,2 h2 ,

$ - bf F Ð ør- ¡+(-z- ff fÐ ør+ I + ( t - fiÍ + ) ae+ i : uk,-i10 s o* ti e ;+ t),

(4.15)
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fori:2(7)n-L
Including equations (3.2I-22) from chapter three to supplement the n - 2li-

near equations in (4.8) yield a linear system in the n unknowns Q¿-ï.

Remark. The use of cubic splines [21] leads to the same system of linear

equations (4.15).

4.9 Numerical examples and Illustrations

4.3.1 Two Numerical ExamPles

Again, the same two examples from chapter three will be analyzed so as to

give easy comparison of accuracY.

Example L

r2A" :2A - n,AQ) : g(3) : 0.

with associated integral equation

a@) : - Io' 
o(*,tll\rft) -i)"

and exact solution

a@):* Itn' - 5r2 - i]
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Example 2

A" -- a -  tre',Y(0) : E(1) : 0'

with associated integral equation

¡1

a@) : - Jo 
o(r,t)la(t) -  tetldt

and exact solution

a@) : r(r-r)e''

F71
IL
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Example 1

Approximation 
-Exact "'-

72

0.05

0.04

0.03

q(r),a@)

0.02

0.01

2,82,69/12.2

Figure 4.1: Plotting the solution

:x

vs. the quadratic spline approximation

0.5

0.4

0.3

q(r),a@)
0.2

Example 2

Approximation 
-\ Exact " -

0.1

0

Figure 4.2: Plotting the solution vs. the quadratic spline approximation

0.80.60.40.2
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Example h Erl
1 2- 2

2-t
2-a
2-s
2-0
2-t
2-t

3.222e-4
4.769e-5
6.380e-6
8.227e-7
t.044e-7
1.31 5e-8

1.650e-9

2 2-
2-t
2-a
2-5
2-t
2-z
2-a

3.236e-2
6.717e-3
1.060e-3
I.484e-4
1.962e-5
2.522e-6
3.196e-7

Table 4.1: Observed maximum absolute errors at the mid-knots in q(u).

A close analysis of the numerical results from the above table shows

that whenever the step-size h, is halved, the maximum absolute error observed

gets âlmost eight times smaller. This confirms numerically the O(ht) ra,te of

convergence of the integral equation approâch.

order :'nar¡\?!î)rl, - g.
Ìno,rilrj\l )l
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. . ExarirþléÍ :-
Example2 '" -

74

I
7.75

7.5
7.25

7

6.75
6.5

6.25
6

5.75
5.5

5.25
5

n7

Figure 4.3: Plotting the orders vs. llo72(h)l: *.

4.3.2 Comparative Performance of the Integral and
Differential Equation APProaches

The motivation behind the integral equation approach is to push up the

accuracy of the quadratic spline approximation to some higher order than

O(h'). We plot together the errors generated from the use of both approaches

for each example. To make the comparison clearer, the absolute errors gene-

rated by the integral approach were scaled by a factor of 104. The graphics

4.4 and,4.5 make it clear that the integral equation approach outperforms

significantly the differential approach.
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Example 1

Integral 
-Difierentiai "' -

)R

for the

75

2 2.2 2.4 2.6
T

Figure 4.4: Plotting the maximutn observed errors
proach vs. integra,l approach
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Epilogue

oLetr>0and

6 r-12
161

i61
niZ 6

Then under the assumption lhat An*n(r) is non-singular and alternates in

sign, the formulas (2.33-34) yield the exact max-norm of A;!"(r)'

When approximating the solution of second-order linear two-point boundary

value problems under the Dirichlet boundary conditions, we have observed

that:

c The quadratic spline approximation behaves poorly in comparison with the
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cubic spline approximation. The performance difference is significant near

the boundaries.

ø The integral equation approach improves the accuracy of the quadratic

spline approximation by one power of the uniform step-size in comparison

with the differential equation approach.

5.2 Promising Extension

o Let r ) 0 and A;lr(r) be semi-alternating in sign then practical com-

putation with Mathemati,ca has revealed that the max-norm of such matrix

is again given by summing the magnitudes of the entries of either one of

its extreme rows. The semi-alternation and concavity properties of A;tr"@)

suggest that there is an approach to the analysis which will yield an exact

formula for its max-norm.



Appendix A

The cons,istency relati,onshi,p mãy be established alternatively by using the

Fledholm equation of the second kino'

Proof From lemma 4 in chapter four we have

62q¿+t : - I:::@o-i - t)q" (t)dtl- l::..:þ¿+t - t)q" (t)dt,t: r(7)n - 2'

L-t

Let .Ir and' 12 denote the following integrals respectively

11 : l-'"u (t - r¿-ùq" (t)dt
Jr,. 1t- rt

Iz : ["'*g @u*g - t)q" (t)dt.
Jt..1r+î

consider the following change of variable s r : ¿- r*ï in ,[1 and r : fr¿+l-t

in 12. Then

It : 
Ion 

,n" @o-t -f r)d"r.

Iz : 
Ion 

,n" @u*s - r)d,r.
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Since the second derivative of the quadratic spline may have discontinuities

at the knots, we rewrite 11 a,nd 12 as

11 : 
loï 

,n" @n-t-r r)d.r . I: rq" (ri-+-r r)d'r

12 : [l ,q" (*,*s - r)d'r * [,n rq" (iÊ¿+1 - r)d,r'
J0 -',z J+ ¿

For each of the above four integrals, the second derivative of the quadratic

spline is a constant in the corresponding interval of integration . Therefore

11 : nlu'-+ 
lo\ 

rrl,r t øj!¡ f! ,a,

12 : ,n!*i lo* 
rd,r i øi.¡ lira,

Adding up both .Ir and 12 yields

It t Iz : nlo'-+ 
lo* 

rd,r t rn','.+ Iird,r i dn'*g lo+ 
,a,

: 
t@|_+ ¡ 6ø'r,'+i + q'i_+)

Finally

62q¿+ï : It*Iz

a¿-I - 28¿+t t 8¿+" : Tf't-f ¡ 6øla'+ï+ ui-;),i, : r(l)n - 2' n
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